
Warranty: Lifetime on body, 1-Year on motor and pump

This powerful portable extractor is designed for high-pressure cleaning of tile, grout, 
and concrete or dial it down to 400psi and it’s perfect for carpet extraction. Using one 3-stage 
and one 2-stage vacuum motor in combination with the air inlets in parallel gives this extractor 

. Combine this with our 
patented “noise-diffusing exhaust manifold,” control mounted priming valve, molded in stand 
tubes and you have perfection!  We encourage you to do a side-by-side comparison of our 

extractor and the competition, analyze every component, every feature, ease of maintenance 
and your decision will never been easier.  We hope you enjoy using our extractor as much 

as we enjoyed building the most advanced extractor available today.

1200-PSI HARD SURFACE EXTRACTOR

Patents Pending

Industry First
“Noise Diffusing Exhaust Manifold” 

Blue arrows  show air exiting the noise
diffuser without the high pitch noise 
of the fan blades.

Orange arrows  show air moving through
the exhaust manifold.  High frequency
noise is deflected against sound absorbing
material, as air is gradually released.

Red arrows  show heated / high-pitch air
exiting motor into the exhaust manifold.

Mosquito’s exclusive  “noise diffusing exhaust manifold”
suppresses high-frequency sound with its noise-cancelling
technology. Motor exhaust is directed through exhaust grates
which redirects sound waves while gradually releasing 
exhaust. No back pressure is generated from the device as it 

rs 
from Mosquito.

Part No. Machine

12G-1200 1200psi / Single 6.6 High Output (Machine only)

MOSQUITO 12-GALLON 1200psi Extractor

More Power, Less Cost
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900-0086 
SX15 

$937.56

Used with 
1200psi 12-gallon  

extractor

Use the SX15 hard surface tool 
when cleaning hard surfaces.

he SX-15 allows you to 
get under toe-kicks and 
eliminates the need for 

hand cleaning.

Aerodynamically-engineered 
radial vacuum line creates 

cleaning head that allows the 
SX-15 to remove water twice 
as fast as competitive models

Work Faster with 
EZ-LOC tool-less boot 

change allows you to go 
from a brush skirt to a 
hard boor in seconds.


